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Cover Photo
Taken by: Bob Baily
Camera: Canon T2i; 60mm lens;
Settings: f.11; 1/160 sec; ISO 200
Location: Sekiu Jetty, very shallow eel grass; Subject: Redeye Mudusa

New Members
Welcome to the Club! You’ve joined one of the most active and social dive clubs in the
region.
Cody Fritz

Valerie Ray

Brian Imber

Robert Carlson

Valerie Sparks

Michael Snow

Andrew Gelsey
As you can tell from Meetup we have a steady stream of activities going on for divers of all
experience and skill levels. You are also invited to attend the monthly club meeting. The meeting is a
great opportunity to meet club members in person, hear from interesting speakers, and get into the
swing of things. Details are on the Meetup site and below.
• First time dive hosts will receive a 5 fill air card from Lighthouse Dive Center.
• If you get 6 Club members to attend you will also earn a 10 fill card from the dive shop of your

choice.

August Monthly Meeting
Wednesday, August 1, 2018 - 6:00pm
Sunset Hill Community Center
Stress induced anxiety and panic is experienced by many scuba divers, especially those
who are new to the sport. This talk will open up the discussion of anxiety and panic from a
psychophysiological perspective by outlining the physiological and psychological processes of
the stress response. We will talk about the variety of mechanisms individual divers can use to
react and cope with anxiety and panic, and two possible highly effective solutions that are
being formally tested in an experimental study.
Bio:
Brian Imber, Ph.D. Candidate in Clinical Psychology and MA in Clinical Psychology, is a
psychotherapist at Brain Health Northwest located in Pioneer Square. He is completing his
doctoral thesis on stress induced anxiety and panic in recreational scuba divers by testing
Innovative approaches to helping divers mediate or eliminate experiencing this issue. He is
board certified in neurotherapy and biofeedback and helps a wide spectrum of people cope
effectively with all types of stress. Brian is an avid scuba diver and underwater photographer.
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President’s Message

Summer is speeding by! I hope that many of you have been
taking advantage of the spectacular warm and clear weather
to plunge into and under the waters of the Puget Sound. Or
elsewhere on your family vacation or special summer trip to
some exotic and distant location. Or simply at Redondo,
Mukilteo, Cove 2, Saltwater State Park and other local and
definitely-not-exotic dive venues. We have had plenty of dive
hosts over the past month (thank you dive hosts!) and August
is shaping up to have plenty of opportunities for local dives.
One special, annual event on August 25th is the Moonlight Beach Adventure at Edmonds
Beach Park. In fact this will be the 10th year that the MBDC and the MaST Center has been
doing this program for the Edmonds Beach Rangers. At this event, we set up wading pools as
“tide pools” and our divers collect marine critters to go in them for the public to see and
appreciate. There is also a “live dive” where through the magic of technology, Randy Williams
communicates from underwater via video onto a big screen on the beach. This program is
always a hit – and a great way to help people learn about out local marine life and understand
what we divers are looking at when we get that "urge to submerge"! Have a look at the
Meetup posting. It is a great event in which to get involved.
Circling back to the topic of our recent spell of particularly warm weather, I recently read an
article that shows an inverse relationship between air temperatures and test scores for high
school students. They found that when it’s really hot out the students don’t do as well on their
exams. I’m sure that you can identify with having a sluggish brain as the heat increases. And
that is what I am going to use as the reasons for this relatively brief President Message!
Please enjoy the articles and photos in this newsletter and I hope to see you soon at a
meeting, or even better…..underwater!
Safe diving!

Myra Wisotzky
President
Marker Buoy Dive Club
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Highlights of Annual July Picnic
Photos by Fritz and Joyce Merkel
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The Scary Bonaire Night Dive
by Ron Richardson

Salt Pier - Bonaire

At this point I hope we can agree that Bonaire is, indeed, home of the best shore diving in the
Caribbean. Well, or at least the best of the two places I’ve gone so far. But the thing to
remember is that it is still diving, with all the risks that entails, for all that it is easy diving. This
lesson was driven home for me one night on a solo dive at the Salt Pier.
To provide a touch of context and illustrate how it often takes layers of inputs to make a dive
go somewhat sideways, I started out this dive feeling rushed and a touch stressed. It was the
second day of my five day diving trip and I had a constant pressure in the back of my head to
get in the water every possible instant. A slight resentment at non-diving activities contributed
to a fear that I, “wouldn’t get my money’s worth,” in terms of number of dives while on this trip.
The slight tension was like background noise, coloring everything I did.
After deciding that I’d dive the Salt Pier, I had to find it. At night. Now it isn’t really hard to get
around Bonaire, but it can be a touch confusing at first. Knowing which streets go through and
which ones empty out into residential areas with no connection to the coast takes a bit of time.
Naturally enough I took the wrong turn once or twice and the drive to the Salt Pier from my
room that should have taken 20 minutes ended up taking more like 40. Not really a big deal,
but it was enough to annoy me in my already distracted state. Another layer on.
When I did get there the dark water was calm and two other divers happened to be coming out
as I was setting up. They were a pair of middle aged German woman giggling constantly at
what a fun dive they had just had. While we all managed our gear, them tearing down and me
setting up, they laughed and told me what they had seen. The pier forms an T divers can
explore and I asked them if they had made it to the far side or not. They didn’t even know,
having had such a great time under water.
Now I was really jonesing to get in (another layer on) and as I finished setting up and checking
my regulators I moved to laying out the rest of my gear. And that is when I discovered I’d left
my mask back at the room. Angry at myself, I quickly disassembled everything and hustled
back to retrieve it. Add another layer of emotional distraction to the list of negative inputs and
by the time I had made the round trip to retrieve my mask it was over an hour later than my
planned splash time. That late start time made for yet another layer on to the pile.
7

Closer to 11pm now, the beach was fully empty when I got back. While setting up for a second
time I looked over the dive site. In essence the shore drew a line moving north to south and the
pier jutted out, west, into the water by about 200 yards. At the end of it another pier joined it,
running north west, to form a kind of T. My plan was to swim out, find the pier going east-west
and follow the line of pilings until I hit the pier going north-south and then go north. On shore,
to the north by a quarter mile or so, three large radio towers made for a great landmark,
matching the lights on the pier itself to the south. The water wasn’t as calm as it had been
earlier, but the three to six inch swells were nothing to worry about. And into the water I went.
Now the dive itself was fantastic. Visibility was clear enough that I could see as far as my lights
would illuminate. The stars of the show were a pair of Southern Stingrays that I saw on the
bottom but the Tarpon who hovered behind me, drifting over my shoulder into my dive lights,
were incredible. I quickly hit one set of pilings, took a compass reading, and headed for the
next set. They too came very quickly and I kept going in the same direction.
More Tarpon, more Southern Stingrays, more coral, more fantastic night diving. But no more
pilings. That should have raised more of an alarm than it did because if I actually had known
where I was I’d have seen more pilings. That I didn’t see them means I didn’t know where I
was. But add more layers of inputs to the pile as by this point I was distracted by the dive itself
and all the amazing life around me.
After about 45 minutes I started heading back to shore, east by my compass. As I worked my
way back, the character of the bottom was different, more coral and rock, less sand. At about
15 fsw, during my safety stop, the bottom looked very different than it had at the start of the
dive. So, to satisfy my curiosity after my safety stop I let myself cork to the surface to take a
look around and find out where I was. And I was far north of the Salt Pier. The current had
picked up during my dive, pushing me north and west. North, out of the T formed by the Salt
Pier and west, out to sea away from land.
Where I went in, 15fsw was maybe 10 yards
from land, now it was closer to 50 yards from
shore. Looking landward I could see the light of
the salt pier to my right and the three radio
towers that had been to the north of me when I
went in were now in a due line west of my
position.
So I stuck my snorkel in my mouth (it may not
be worth packing one here in the PNW but a
snorkel is very useful in Bonaire) and started
swimming south and east towards my entry
point. And went nowhere. After about five
minutes of swimming I realized I was in a
current and, for all that I was pushing south and
east I either wasn’t actually moving or I was
being pushed slightly north and west.
A quick thought of being the first US asshole to
get blown off the island flashed through my
head. It was night, I was alone, and a part of me
was already writing headlines about the
ignorant American who managed to get lost at
Three Towers
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sea in one of the easy diving capitals of the world. I mean if anyone could do it, I would find a
way.
But, in the real world, I took a breath and stopped kicking for a minute to calm down. “What
does one do in a riptide?” I asked myself. “Swim perpendicular to it, not against it,” came the
answer. Well, I had to go east, that wasn’t an option, but I didn’t have to go south. So I stopped
kicking that way, letting the stronger vector push me as it would, and headed due east to land.
Using the size and location of the towers as a guide I could tell that I was now making
progress toward land and being blown north, away from my rental truck and entry point. But
that was far better than sitting in place while pushing south and east so I stuck with it. After
about 10 minutes of strongly kicking on the surface I was back within 10 or 20 yards of the
shore and soon it became clear that the nature of my exit point was far different from my entry
point, and the surf had picked up. Those three to six inch swells had become nine to eighteen
inch chop, slapping the rocks at the shore with audible force. The sandy shore had given way
to nothing but big rocks where water met land.
I took my fins off and remembered the advice to keep one’s mask on and regulator in place
while exiting in rough waters and was damn glad I did so. While picking my way across large
rocks the sea sent one last reminder my way in the form of a large cresting wave that hit me
right on the back in about knee-deep water. It drove me forward, onto my hands and knees
with my face only inches above a rock that I managed not to be smashed into. I was able to
breathe and see while the water washed around me and exited between the next crashes of
surf on shore.
The exact distance I had been washed north is somewhat of a mystery. I can tell you it took
me eight minutes to walk back to the truck, so it was a couple of hundred yards anyway.
Looking back on it I think the northerly current pushed me from the east-west pier to the
north-south one and I didn’t notice it. When I thought I was still on the east-west pier I was
actually on the north-south one and moving north and west, rather than due west as I thought.
See the included drawing illustrating what I had planned to do and what I think actually
happened.

Looking back to Salt Pier and entry from the 3 towers
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It was a great dive and a chance to learn a lesson without serious consequences. While both
my knees were good and bruised up from the fall, I was otherwise unharmed and a touch
wiser after that dive. The sea is not to be taken for granted and adding up negative inputs will
eventually produce enough distraction for any of us to make mistakes. I should have paid more
attention when I noticed I wasn’t hitting the pier’s pilings like I had planned and took action
then, rather than just continuing with my dive, answering the unreasonable pressure to be
under water as much as possible on the trip rather than prioritizing safety. Quality over
quantity, indeed.
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Salt Pier

Bonaire/Land
Planned dive route

Three Radio Towers

Actual dive route

(Not even close to scale)

Editor’s Note: Special thanks to my friend Larry Miller who took the photos of the Salt Pier and
Towers for me while he and his wife Connie were vacationing in Bonaire this July.
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Cozumel and Playa de Carmen Cave Diving March 2017
by Ron Wilkinson
Writing this article is long overdue since the trip was in March of last year. Nonetheless, the
cave diving turns out to be timely, considering the underwater rescue of the Thai football
team. I am so grateful they all came out safe. A miracle, really.
As most know, Cozumel and Carmen are medium sized cities on the Yucatan coast about fifty
miles south of tourist central Cancun. Carmen, on the mainland, has been built up into a
multi-story steel and glass shopping mall Mecca, melting into normal neighborhoods six
blocks from the beach. Cozumel is smaller and has defended a more traditional feel.
The flight from Seattle to Cancun is super, non-stop on Delta/Aeromexico. Then the trip is 50
miles south to Carmen by bus, taxi or light plane. I chose the taxi option ($50) to avoid the
wait for the plane or bus. The taxi is quick and allows some sightseeing on the way. On the
return trip, I took the bus back for cheap ($7) but must buy the ticket and reserve your space
the day before. The bus is air conditioned and deluxe. The island of Cozumel is a short (and
fun) ferry ride off shore from Carmen so travel to either one is simple.
Dives from Cozumel are standard day-boat 2-tankers. Blue Magic was very easy to work with;
however, the focus is on beginner/intermediate divers (as for most places in the area). They
loaded us into a van and transported us to the marina for a quick boat ride out. The groups
were six-eight persons and the price about $40 per dive with equipment. If I do it again, it will
be with “advanced” dive operations only (a couple I heard about are Aldora Divers, http://
www.aldora.com/index.html and Dive Charro Cozumel, http://divecharrocozumel.com/ ).
The area is famous for drift diving, and it is great. Very little effort required, mostly just floating
with the current. The bad side is that you will always see other divers and groups. The area is
heavily used and any critter that can be scared away or into hiding will be gone. All the usual
fish are there and the coral is in good shape. Great family/intermediate diving.

Playa del Carmen diving is entirely different. There are no docks allowed on the beach. This
means that all boat dives start with the passengers walking through the water from the beach
to their boat, usually carrying all their gear except tanks. This can be either funny or ridiculous,
depending on your attitude. In my case, it included being squashed together on crowded
boats with marginally qualified divers. The whole package was a mess. During my previous
week on Coz a diver told me he would never dive in Carmen again, and now I know why.
My main dive shop in Carmen, Phantom Divers, was mediocre. The changing area was
crowded and the equipment marginal. I used my reserved dives (cheap when you buy a 10dive package) and switched to Mexico Blue Dream, which was no better. The best thing
Phantom did for me was to set me up with a great cenote/cave diving couple. This man and
wife team picked us up at the shop and drove us to and from the cenotes in a new, full size,
air-conditioned crew-cab pickup truck. I tried hard to get their names, so I could return and
deal with them directly next time, but no dice. They had an iron clad exclusive agreement
through Phantom and would not divulge any other contact information. Such is life in that area
---very commercial.
The 2-tank daily package included a nice lunch at the cenotes and plenty of time to chat. On
arrival at the area, divers don their gear and walk 50-100 yards to the cenote (pool). The
descent into the cenote is down stairs (often dark and slimy). More work than falling off a boat,

but safe enough. Divers submerge and swim through tunnels, chambers and the fantastic and
mysterious haloclines. We went to Moc-che, Shangri-la, The Pit (the deepest dive at 80 ft),
Dos Ojos (the redoubtable Barbie Line), Batcave, Chac-Mol (Little Brother), Kukulkan and two
legs of Tajma-Ha. Most dives were 30-50 feet deep and lasted about 40 minutes. No
certification other than Open Water is required. The shop will give you flashlights, which are
mandatory. Without them, you can be in pitch darkness (you cannot see your hand in front of
your face). Gran Cenote, perhaps the most famous of the bunch, was the site of an accident a
couple weeks earlier and was closed to all but certified cave divers.
Underwater stalactites, stalagmites and giant boulders fallen from the limestone ceilings after
millennia of erosion are everywhere. The diver cruises by beautiful rock formations, tiny and
huge. Outstanding haloclines are frequent, where stratified salt and fresh water layers distort
vison and create a mirage effect, sometimes with rainbow colors. Very few critters, except one
big old bass that someone probably brought in years before, pale from lack of light. There
were no crowds and the park-like atmosphere around the cenotes was heavenly after the zoos
at the beaches.
My Hotel in Coz was the Suites Colonial---cheap, clean and quiet. It cost about $750 for nine
nights. Upscale by Mexican standards, the room was huge, had good air conditioning and
wi-fi, was quiet as a tomb and surrounded by great eateries in a fairly authentic mid-town
community.

In Carmen my choice was the Sunrise 42 Suites hotel, located a half mile to the north of the
business district, out of the noise but an easy walk. Cost was $950 for nine nights. I avoided
the restaurants in the main shopping district and went further north and inland. Success! Great
neighborhood places with delicious food, half the price and twice as authentic. Do not miss the
barbequed chicken at the outdoor picnic table eateries.
If I was to do it again, I would investigate staying 30 miles inland in Ignacio Zaragoza, instead
of Carmen, diving the cenotes, seeing the ruins and skipping the shopping.

Wilkinson Cozumel/Carmen Pictures
March, 2017

Nice nearly deserted beach on Southwest tip of Cozumel.
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Dive boat at the rest dock. About 8 passengers---four/five paying divers, a dive
leader, a couple assistant dive leaders and the captain. Captain and dive leader
have great knowledge of the waters, the complex caves and underwater terrain.
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Looking north up the coast from the south end of Cozumel. Carmen del Playa is
about 30 miles on the left.
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Kukulkan cenote. Connected to miles of underground passages.
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Little Brother cenote. This is one of two caves at the same location. Each with a
separate entrance and route.
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Asadero el Pollo in Playa del Carmen. No frills, just the best chicken on earth, for
cheap. Five blocks out of tourist district.
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One-Foot Balance - A Valuable Diving Skill
By Sue Bream
I often write these newsletter articles after a recent dive because I was reminded
how important a particular exercise or stretch is for divers. In this case, the
cobbles and surge at Cove 2 at Alki did just that.

The “B” Words
I can think of several important “B words” that divers need. Bouyancy,
Breathing, and Balance top the list. Balance is one of the few skills that divers
need that involves gravity!
I just read a great description of the sense of balance. It was described as “that
intricate orchestration of nerve impulses that allows us to dance with gravity”.

One-Foot Balance
Any diver who has been on a dive boat knows the importance of two-foot
balance. I think that we all get that if you need better balance, you widen your
stance.
One-foot balance drastically narrows your stance. Where one-foot balance
comes into play for divers is when walking from your car to the beach (yes,
walking, especially over logs, on cobbles, or down stairs, is a lot of one-foot
balance). It is also important when putting on your fins in the water.
A Great Exercise for One-Foot Balance
Here is a balance exercise that I recommend you try to improve your one-foot
balance.
Before you jump on one of these pieces of equipment, make sure that your
balance on one foot on the ground is solid. By that I mean that you are able to
hold your one-foot balance for at least 30 seconds without holding onto anything.
Two awesome tools for balance are the Bosu and the Dyna Disc. Most gyms
have at least the Bosu, if not both. You might find other balancing tools as well.
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Stand on top of either the Bosu (shown here to the right), or the Dyna Disc
(shown to the left) in the center. Allow your ankle to make adjustments by
moving. Try and keep your foot level. Keep your balancing leg knee soft (not
locked).

If you are uncomfortable trying this without holding onto anything at first, stand
next to the wall.
Too easy? Add arm or leg movements. In fact, simulate putting on your fins!

Sue Bream is an ACSM and ACE certified Personal Trainer and Pilates Instructor. Her
business is “Fitness Choices.” Visit her website at www.suebreamfitness.com.
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Shooting Gallery
Photos by Myra Wisotsky
All Photos
Camera: Olympus OM-D EM-1 Mark II; Lighting: Sea & Dual Sea & Sea Strobes; Editing software: Lightroom

Settings: f 5.0, 1/30 sec, ISO 400
Lens: Fisheye PRO
Subject: Soft corals, sponges and
anemones with hermit crab and
diver
Location: Butter-Tart Reef, God’s
Pocket, BC

Settings: f 5.0, 1/30 sec, ISO 500
Lens: Olympus M. Zuiko 8 mm
Fisheye PRO
Subject: Brooding anemone on
kelp stalk
Location: Butter-Tart Reef, God’s
Pocket, BC
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Photos by Billy Ball
All photos
Camera: Nikon D700
Lighting: Sea&Sea YS-D2 Strobes

Lens: Nikon 60mm
Settings: f 16, 1/250 sec, ISO 320
Subject: Flabellina Nudibranch

Lens: Tokina 10-17mm @ 12mm
Settings: f 14, 1/100 sec, ISO 320
Subject: Adult Male Wolfeel

Lens: Tokina 10-17mm @ 13mm
Settings: f 13, 1/10 sec, ISO 320
Subject: Adult Male Wolfeel with Sunflower Seatstar
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Photos by Steve Metzner
Camera: Olympus OMD E5 Mark II; Lens: 60 mm lens;
Lighting: 2 Sea&Sea Y-02 Strobes with Dome Diffusers,
WeeFine Light Ring 3000
Settings: f8, 1/125 sec, ISO 320
Subject: Crimson Anemone; Location: Long Island Wall

Canon G16:
Lighting: 2 Sea&Sea Y-02 Strobes with Dome Diffusers
Lens: Nauticam WWL-1 Wide Angle Zoom thru Wet Lens
(130 degree FOV
Settings: f 5.6, 1/125 sec, ISO 320
Subject: Lion’s Mane; Location: Maury Island Gravel Pit

Camera: Olympus OMD E5 Mark II; Lens: 60 mm lens;
Lighting: 2 Sea&Sea Y-02 Strobes with Dome Diffusers,
WeeFine Light Ring 3000;
Settings: f11, 1/125 sec, ISO 320
Subject: Black Eyed Hermit Crab
Location: Zee’s Reef
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Photos by Sue Bream
All Photos
Camera: Olympus MS Mark 2
Lighting: Sea & Sea YS110 and Olympus UFL-1
Strobes

Settings: f 11, 1/125 sec, ISO 400
Subject: Painted Anemone
Location: Long Island Wall

Settings: f 11, 1/160 sec, ISO 400
Subject: Blood Star on field of Strawberry
Anemones
Location: Long Island Wall

Settings: f 11, 1/200 sec, ISO 400
Subject: Crimson Anemone
Location: Long Island Wall
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Photos by Andrew Eve
All Photos
Camera: Panasonic LX100
Edited: For backscatter in Lightroom

Subject: Egg Yolk Jellyfish; Location: 3 Tree

Subject: Spiny Dogfish; Location: 3 Tree
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Thinking about Advanced Diver Training?
As dive instructor, I love to help others develop
their dive skills. As a club member, I am happy to
offer my fellow club members a 50% discount over
the rates charged by local dive shops.
A few of the courses I am certified to offer include:
Advanced Open Water
Deep Diver
Nitrox Diver
Drysuit Diver
Underwater Digital Imaging
What’s the catch? Its simple. The only ‘advertising’ I do is word or mouth. If you would like to take
a course, find at least three others to join you. After that, we find dates that work for all, for
classroom and open water sessions.

Douglas Coutts
Doug.coutts@salishseadiving.com
(206) 849-0612
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About Marker Buoys
The Marker Buoy Dive Club of Seattle meets at 7:00 PM, the first Wednesday of each month
(except July, which is our annual picnic) at the Sunset Hills Community Center, 3003 NW 66th St.
98117 in Ballard. The Marker Buoy Dive Club is one of the most active dive clubs in the Pacific
Northwest. Membership level is over 200. Our members include some that are new to diving or to
the Seattle area as well as those with over 1,000 dives in their log.
In addition to hosting many dives each month, monthly meetings are held at the Sunset
Community Center in Ballard. Monthly meetings give members an opportunity to give reports on
club dives of the previous month, information on upcoming dives, and occasionally slide and video
presentations of dives. A guest speaker related to scuba diving, the marine environment, or
something of interest to divers is featured every month. Club-sponsored activities include over 100
dives each year, dive planning parties, an annual picnic, and an annual banquet.

General Club Policies
Diver’s Education

Weight Belt Replacement Policy

The club will reimburse members $15 for
successful
completion
of
advanced
certification courses that increases the member’s competency and safety. Limit of 3
reimbursements per club member per
calendar year.
Courses that qualify are
advanced diver, rescue diver, dive master,
instructor, nitrox, DAN O2 Provider, and initial
First
Aid
&
CPR
(non-renewal).
Reimbursement for other courses subject to
board approval. Just show proof of course
completion to Joan Hansen, Treasurer, for
your reimbursement.

The club will reimburse any member who ditches
weights in what they consider an emergency
during any dive, anywhere. The reimbursement is
for replacement cost of all items ditched and not
recovered, up to a maximum of $150.

Meet Up/ Marker Buoys
Join our members only on-line web group!
Find a last-minute dive buddy, ride, or
directions to a dive, trip reports, as well as our
newsletters:
http://www.meetup.com/Marker-Buoy-Dive-Club/

Sponsor a Dive, Earn an Air Card
Dive hosts receive an Air Card good at local dive
shops when 6 Marker Buoy members participate
on the dive. The Club Oxygen Kit counts as a
buddy as long as one member of the party is O2
trained. Limit of 1 Air Card per club member per
calendar month. The club has two O2 kits currently with Fritz Merkel and Steve Kalilimoku.
To request an air card, complete the “Dive Host
Air Card Request Form” and submit it to the
Treasurer, Joan Hansen.

Membership
Members must be a certified diver and 18 years
or older. Any certified diver under 18 is welcome
on club dives if a parent is a club member and
comes as their buddy.

Marker Buoy 2018 Board
President: Myra Wisotzky
Vice President: Ron Richarson

Treasurer: Joan Hansen
Programs: Gene Cornetz

Webmaster: Dave Ballard
Event Director: Andrea Naert

Secretary: Jon Hollander

Newsletter: Joyce Merkel

Refreshments: Catherine Knowlson
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